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Lensless focusing with subwavelength resolution by direct synthesis of
the angular spectrum
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We consider the coherent superposition of unfocused wave fronts for lensless focusing of
electromagnetic waves with subwavelength resolution. Near the focal point, intensity distributions
generated using the approach approximate those generated using lenses. Far from the focal point,
discretization of spatial frequencies results in a trade-off between the number of wave fronts and the
accuracy of the approximation. We experimentally demonstrate the feasibility of the approach by
generating an approximation of an azimuthally polarized Bessel beam with a focal spot diameter
�full width at half maximum intensity� of 0.37�. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2213912�
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The ability to focus electromagnetic waves with sub-
wavelength resolution is essential to a wide range of appli-
cations including microscopy, semiconductor lithography,
and optical trapping. Focusing is most commonly accom-
plished using refractive lenses, and lenses with resolutions
limited only by diffraction are ubiquitous. However, there are
instances where focusing with lenses is difficult or not fea-
sible. For example, focusing with subwavelength resolution
is technically challenging in the x-ray, ultraviolet, and infra-
red regions of the spectrum, due largely to the lack of suit-
able refractive materials. Alternate approaches employed in
these regions of the spectrum have included reflective
lenses1–3 and diffractive Fresnel zone plates,4,5 and more re-
cent approaches include capillary optics,6,7 compound refrac-
tive lenses,8 and photon sieves.9

An intriguing approach to focusing electromagnetic
waves is the coherent superposition of unfocused wave
fronts. This approach has been proposed in several contexts
including optical phased-array beam steering,10,11 phase-
locked laser arrays,12,13 and coherent combination of single-
mode optical fibers.14,15 In the context of focusing with sub-
wavelength resolution, the approach offers numerous
important advantages. In particular, the approach can be
implemented entirely using flat mirrors �i.e., refractive mate-
rials are not required�. Also, resolution is not affected by lens
aberrations. Further, since the phase of each wave front is
independently modulated, subwavelength accuracy is not re-
quired in the construction of the apparatus.

In this letter we consider the coherent superposition of
unfocused wave fronts for focusing electromagnetic waves
with subwavelength resolution. The approach can be under-
stood using the “angular spectrum of plane waves” concept.
The angular spectrum of plane waves concept asserts that
any propagating monochromatic field can be represented as a
superposition of homogeneous and inhomogeneous �i.e., eva-
nescent� plane waves.16 In the scalar approximation of elec-
tromagnetic wave theory, the directions, amplitudes, and
phases of the plane waves are related to the field by a Fourier
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transform. The elegance of this approach is a hallmark of
Fourier optics.17 Angular spectrum decomposition is well un-
derstood and widely used for analysis.18 It is not as widely
recognized, however, that the angular spectrum concept can
also be used for synthesis: A focused beam can be synthe-
sized directly from its angular spectrum of plane waves.

Direct synthesis of the angular spectrum is illustrated
conceptually in Fig. 1. In general, the angular spectrum of a
focused beam is described by a continuous function. Figure
1�b� shows a Bessel beam which has an intensity distribution
described by I�r�=J0

2�krr�, where r is a cylindrical coordinate
�i.e., r=�x2+y2�, J0 is the zero-order Bessel function of first

kind, and kr= �2� / �̃�.19,20 The angular spectrum can be syn-
thesized using a superposition of plane waves, and the cor-
responding intensity distribution I�r� can be written as

FIG. 1. Direct synthesis of the angular spectrum. �a� Angular spectrum and
�b� intensity distribution of ideal Bessel beam. �c� Angular spectrum and �d�
intensity distribution of synthesis using 30 plane waves. �e� Angular spec-

trum and �f� intensity distribution of synthesis using 15 plane waves.
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where r is a position vector �i.e., r= x̂x+ ŷy+ ẑz�, N is the
number of plane waves, En and kn denote, respectively, the
complex electric-field vector and wave vector of the nth
plane wave, 	·	 denotes complex modulus, and � denotes
complex phase.21 If the angular spectrum of a Bessel beam
�Fig. 1�a�� is synthesized using a finite number of plane
waves �Figs. 1�c� and 1�e��, the corresponding intensity dis-
tributions approximate the ideal focused beam in a circular
region centered at the focal point and delineated by a ring of
“synthesis artifacts” �Figs. 1�d� and 1�f��.22 The radius of the

region is approximately N�̃ / �2��.
The theoretical predictions and feasibility of the ap-

proach were verified using the experimental apparatus shown
in Fig. 2. The apparatus converts the expanded linearly po-
larized beam of an argon ion laser ��=488 nm� into a con-
verging circular cone of 15 beams with a half angle of 72°
�numerical aperture �NA�=0.95�. Beam paths were designed
with matching path lengths, and mirrors were mounted on a
single aluminum plate for mechanical and thermal stabilities.
One mirror in each beam path was mounted on a piezoelec-
tric actuator, allowing the phase of each beam to be modu-
lated independently. With the exception of a beam expander
�not shown�, the optical path consists entirely of flat mirrors.

The intensity distribution generated by the apparatus was
measured by projecting the cone of beams through a glass
cover slip and into the oil-immersed focal plane of a 160
� /1.4 NA oil-immersion microscope objective. The magni-
fied image produced by the objective was recorded with a

FIG. 2. �Color� Experimental apparatus for angular spectrum synthesis us-
ing 15 laser beams. The expanded beam of a visible-light laser �A� is spa-
tially chopped in half by a mirror �B� and then further chopped into 15
beams by two rows of pick-off mirrors �1–7 and 8–15�. Each of the 15
beams is then directed by a subsequent mirror �C� to one of a ring of 15
mirrors �D�, each mounted on a piezoelectric actuator. The actuated mirrors
then direct the beams down through a ring of slots to a final ring of recessed
mirrors, which direct the beams to a common region of overlap �E�. In the
region of overlap, the converging cone of 15 beams passes through a cover
slip into immersion oil �inset illustrates cross section�, where the intensity
distribution at the focal plane of a high-power oil-immersion objective is
imaged.
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sity distribution generated by a high-NA focused beam can-
not be measured accurately in this manner due to the effects
of polarization: The electric-field vectors of the radially po-
larized component are rotated by the microscope objective.
However, the field generated by the apparatus was designed
to be azimuthally polarized.23 As a result, the intensity dis-
tribution incident on the CCD imager was simply a magni-
fied replica of the intensity distribution at the focal plane of
the objective.

While the design of the beam paths correctly sets the
polarization and wave vectors of the 15 beams, generating a
focused beam also requires that the beam amplitudes and
phases are equal at the focal point. Since the transverse am-
plitude profile of each beam was smoothly varying but non-
constant, the amplitudes were matched by suitable lateral
adjustments of the beams. The phases were not as straight-
forward to adjust, as it was not possible to measure the
phases of the beams directly. Since we could measure the
intensity distribution generated by the apparatus, we devel-
oped a method for estimating the relative beam phases from
the pattern �see below�. Each piezoelectric phase actuator
was then adjusted accordingly to achieve the desired phase
relation amongst the beams.

Figures 3 and 4 show the predicted and measured inten-
sity distributions generated by the apparatus. With the beam
phases equal at the focal point, the apparatus generates a
15-plane-wave approximation of an azimuthally polarized
zero-order Bessel beam.28,29 The predicted �Fig. 3�a�� and
measured �Fig. 3�b�� intensity distributions feature an annu-

FIG. 3. Intensity distributions generated by the experimental apparatus. �a�
Predicted and �b� measured zero-order Bessel-beam approximation. �c� Pre-
dicted and �d� measured first-order Bessel-beam approximation.

FIG. 4. Intensity distributions generated by the experimental apparatus. �a�
Cross sections through centers of Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. �b� Cross sections

through centers of Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�.
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lus approximately 280 nm in diameter and a ring of synthesis
artifacts approximately 1.2 �m in radius. Alternatively, with
each beam phase set to the azimuthal angle of the beam, the
apparatus generates the corresponding approximation of a
first-order Bessel beam. The predicted �Fig. 3�c�� and mea-
sured �Fig. 3�d�� intensity distributions feature a focal spot
approximately 180 nm in full width at half maximum diam-
eter and a ring of synthesis artifacts approximately 1.2 �m in
radius. The axial structure of the intensity distribution was
investigated by translating the microscope objective along
the optical axis; over an axial distance of 50 �m, the trans-
verse size of the focal spot increased from 180 to 210 nm in
diameter.

Figure 5 shows the Fourier transform of the predicted
and measured intensity distributions.30 The predicted inten-
sity spectrum can be calculated by taking the Fourier trans-
form of both sides of Eq. �1� and can be simplified by

F
I�r�� =
1

2���
n=1

N

En��f − kn�����
n=1

N

En��f − kn�� ,

�3�

where f is a spatial-frequency vector �i.e., f= x̂fx+ ŷfy + ẑfz�
and � denotes three-dimensional cross correlation. The mea-
sured intensity spectrum �Fig. 5�b�� is well fitted by the au-
tocorrelation of a ring of impulses, as predicted by Eq. �3�.
The irregularity in the amplitudes of the impulses in the mea-
sured intensity spectrum can be attributed to unequal beam
amplitudes, while deviations in the locations of the impulses
can be attributed to errors in the orientations of the beams.

To conclude, we have considered both theoretically and
experimentally a lensless approach to focusing electromag-
netic waves with subwavelength resolution. The approach
can be implemented entirely using reflective elements and
does not require subwavelength accuracy in the construction
of the apparatus. Intensity distributions generated using the
approach approximate those generated using lenses near the
focal point and are strikingly characterized by a discretiza-
tion of spatial frequencies.

The Fourier transform of I�r� can be expressed as a sum-
mation of impulses �Eq. �3��. Each impulse corresponds to a
pair of plane waves �e.g., plane waves m and n�; the location
and complex amplitude of each impulse are given by km
−kn and Em ·En

*, respectively. If all the wave vectors kn are
known, the complex amplitude Em ·En

* for every pair of plane
waves can be determined from F
I�r��. Subsequently, if

*

FIG. 5. Intensity spectra generated by the experimental apparatus. �a� Fou-
rier transform of Fig. 3�a�. �b� Fourier transform of Fig. 3�b�. Complex
magnitude is shown on a logarithmic gray scale.
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amplitude of every plane wave En is overdetermined. Hence,
the amplitudes and phases of all the plane waves can be
determined from an image of the intensity distribution I�r�.

Our method consists of three steps. The first step esti-
mates kn from I�r� using a Fourier transform followed by a
matched Hough transform. The intensity distribution I�r� is
first multiplied by a circularly symmetric raised-cosine win-
dow, and then F
I�r�� is estimated using the two-
dimensional fast Fourier transform. The complex magnitude
of F
I�r�� is shown in Fig. 5�b�.30 Since the wave vectors in
our experimental apparatus were arranged in a circular cone,
the angular spectrum �n=1

N En��f−kn� consisted of impulses
arranged in a circle. Since F
I�r�� is the autocorrelation of
the angular spectrum �Eq. �3��, kn can be estimated using a
matched Hough transform by replacing each pixel in F
I�r��
with the line integral around a circle centered at that pixel.
The radius of the circle is approximately half the radius of
the largest ring of impulses in F
I�r��. The matched Hough
transform contains a ring of 2N peaks from which kn can be
estimated.

The second step in our method estimates Em ·En
* for ev-

ery pair of plane waves from kn �estimated in the first step�
and F
I�r��. The impulse in F
I�r�� with complex amplitude
Em ·En

* should be located at spatial frequency km−kn. Since
the impulses were well resolved in F
I�r�� �Fig. 5�b��,
Em ·En

* was estimated as the complex value of the pixel with
the largest complex modulus in the 11�11-pixel region of
F
I�r�� centered at km−kn. Note that while Eq. �3� can be
written as the sum of N2 impulses, N of the impulses corre-
sponds to the same spatial frequency �i.e., km−kn=0 for all
m=n�. As a result, F
I�r�� contains at most N2−N+1 distinct
impulses corresponding to the sum of a zero-frequency term
and NP2=N�N−1� interference terms.

The third step in our method estimates the complex am-
plitude En of every plane wave from Em ·En

* for every pair of
plane waves �estimated in the second step�. An error function
can be defined as

E�X1, . . . ,XN� = �
m=1

N

�
n=1

N

	Em · En
* − Xm · Xn

*	 , �4�

where Em ·En
* are the observed complex amplitudes �esti-

mated in the second step� and Xn is the unknown complex
amplitude of the nth plane wave. Since N unknown ampli-
tudes Xn are constrained by up to N2−N+1 observations of
Em ·En

*, Xn is overdetermined and can be estimated by mini-
mizing the error function. The initial guesses for the ampli-
tudes, phases, and directions of Xn were identically unity,
random with uniform distribution between 0 and 2� radians,
and orthogonal to kn �estimated in the first step� assuming
perfect azimuthal polarization, respectively. On average, an
iterative technique developed for minimizing the error func-
tion settled to less than 0.1% change between iterations after
4.7 iterations.
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